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All the books in this catalogue
are new books due for release in
November 2017.
Because they are new books, we are at
the whim of the publishers and, to some
extent, the shipping companies – books
can sometimes arrive later (or earlier)
than, or occasionally be a different retail
price than originally quoted. Because
space is a luxury, we bring in limited
quantities of books. Prices are subject to
change without notice.
Please reserve copies of
anything you want so you
don’t miss out – ASAP!
If a book has sold out by the time we
receive your order, we will back-order
and supply, when available.
Pulp Fiction has access to thousands
of books not shown in our monthly
catalogues. We are only too happy
to order anything if we don’t have it
on the shelves.
If you can’t make it into the shop,
you can post, phone, or e-mail
your order. We accept Mastercard,
Visa, AMEX, cheques and
Australia Post Money Orders.
Approximate current postage,
within Australia, is:
1–2 paperbacks
(up to 500 grams), $7.95.
2–10 paperbacks or any
trade paperbacks or hardcovers,
within Brisbane, is $10.40.
Outside Brisbane metro area
(over 500 grams up to 3 kilos), $13.40.
Anything above 3 kilos
charged at Australia Post rates.
Until next time, good reading!
Ron, Iain and Beau
Abbreviations used in this catalogue:
PBK = ‘A’ & ‘B’ format (standard size) paperback
TP = ‘B+’ & ‘C’ format (oversize) paperback
HC = Hardcover or cloth binding

SINLESS 02: NANOSHOCK
ALEXANDER, K C
Riko still doesn’t know what she did to screw up, so badly, and
chasing every gone-cold lead is only making it worse. Without help,
and losing ground fast, she has a choice: break every rule of the street
on her search for answers… or die, trying. The sequel to Necrotech
(PBK, $19.95).
Science fiction
PBK
$19.95

SIX MONTHS, THREE DAYS, FIVE OTHERS
(COLLECTION)
ANDERS, Charlie Jane
Before the success of her debut novel All the Birds in the Sky (PBK,
$18.99), Charlie Jane Anders was a rising star in short speculative
fiction. Collected, here – for the first time in print – are six of her
quirky, wry, engaging best.
Spec fic collection
PBK
$19.99

THE MASSACRE OF MANKIND
BAXTER, Stephen
It has been 14 years, since the Martians invaded England.
When the signs of launches on Mars are seen, there seems little reason
to worry. Unless you listen to one man, Walter Jenkins, the narrator
of Wells’ book. He is sure that the Martians have learned, adapted,
understood their defeat. He is right. Highly recommended, for all
Wells and Baxter readers. The authorised sequel to War of the Worlds.
Science fiction
PBK
$22.99

THE OVERNEATH
BEAGLE, Peter S
Collects of 13 stories, two original to this book and two others
previously published, only online.
Collection
TP
$31.95

LOTUS KINGDOMS 01: THE STONE IN THE SKULL
BEAR, Elizabeth
The Gage is a brass automaton, created by a wizard of Messaline,
around the core of a human being. He is carrying a message to
the Rajni of the Lotus Kingdom. With him is The Dead Man,
a bitter survivor of the body guard of the deposed Uthman
Caliphate, protecting the message and the Gage. They are walking
into a dynastic war between the rulers of the shattered bits of a
once-great Empire. The first in a new series, set in the world of the
Eternal Sky trilogy.
Fantasy
HC
$39.99

SONG OF THE SHATTERED SANDS 02:
WITH BLOOD UPON THE SAND
BEAULIEU, Bradley
The sequel to Twelve Kings (PBK $22.99).
Fantasy
PBK

$22.99

SHADOWSIDE 03: THE RESURRECTION GAME
BELANGER, Michelle
Urban fantasy

PBK

$19.95

THE BERLIN PROJECT
BENFORD, Gregory
Karl Cohen, a chemist and mathematician who is part of the
Manhattan Project, has discovered an alternate solution for creating
the uranium isotope needed to cause a chain reaction: U-235.
After convincing General Groves of his new method, Cohen and his
team of scientists work at Oak Ridge, preparing to have a nuclear
bomb ready to drop, by the summer of 1944 – to stop the war on the
western front…
Alternate history
TP
$33.95

KINGMAKER TRILOGY 02: BREATH OF FIRE
BOUCHET, Amanda
Follows A Promise of Fire (PBK, $19.99).
Fantasy
PBK

$19.99

BOWEN, Lila
The third instalment of this widely-acclaimed series, following
Conspiracy of Ravens and Wake of Vultures (PBK, $19.99 each).
Urban fantasy
PBK
$19.99

DEMON CYCLE 01: THE PAINTED MAN
(ILLUSTRATED EDITION)
BRETT, Peter V
An illustrated edition released to celebrate the 10th anniversary of
The Painted Man’s publication.
Fantasy
Slipcased HC
$75.00

PLACES IN THE DARKNESS
BROOKMYRE, Chris
There has never been a homicide on Ciudad de Cielo. It’s the ‘city
in the sky’, where hundreds of scientists and engineers live and
work in Earth’s orbit, building the colony ship that will one day
take humanity to the stars. When the mutilated body of a common
criminal is found, on CdC, the eyes of the world are watching…
A mismatched investigative duo must learn to cooperate quickly,
before they become the killer’s next victims… An sf thriller, from the
master of tartan noir.
SF thriller
TP
$32.99

KEIKO 03: DARK DEEDS
TP

TRAITOR SON CYCLE 05: THE FALL OF DRAGONS
CAMERON, Miles
Follows The Red Knight, The Fell Sword, The Dread Wyrm, and The
Plague of Swords (new in paperback, this month) (PBK, $22.99 each).
This series has had some great customer feedback!
Fantasy
TP
$32.99

THE BEGINNING OF THE WORLD
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT
CAMPBELL, Jen
A collection of twelve haunting stories; modern fairy tales brimming
with magic, outsiders and lost souls.
Folklore collection
HC
$32.99

SWORDS & FIRE 01: THE TETHERED MAGE
CARUSO, Melissa
In the Raverran Empire, magic is scarce and those born with power
are strictly controlled – taken as children and conscripted into the
Falcon Army. Zaira has lived her life on the streets to avoid this fate,
hiding her mage-mark and thieving to survive. But hers is a rare and
dangerous magic, one that could threaten the entire empire. As war
looms on the horizon, a single spark could turn the city into a pyre.
The first in a series.
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

RETROGRADE
CAWDRON, Peter
The fledgling colony on Mars consists of 120 scientists, astronauts,
medical staff, and engineers. Buried deep underground, they’re
protected from the harsh radiation that sterilises the surface of the
planet. The colony is prepared for every eventuality, except one –
what happens when disaster strikes Earth?
Science fiction
TP
$32.99

FELICIA SEVIGNY 01: THE RULE OF LUCK
CERVENY, Catherine
Year 2950. Humanity has survived devastating climate shifts and four
world wars, coming out stronger and smarter than ever. Advanced
technology is available to all, and enhancements to appearance,
intelligence, and physical ability are commonplace. In this future,
Felicia Sevigny has built her fame reading the futures of others.
Alexei Petriv, the most dangerous man in the TriSystem, will trust
only Felicia to read his cards…
Science fiction
TP
$29.95

DAEVABAD TRILOGY 01: THE CITY OF BRASS
CHAKRABORTY, S A
When Nahri accidentally summons Dara, an equally-sly, darklymysterious djinn warrior, to her side; he tells Nahri an extraordinary
tale: across hot, windswept sands teeming with creatures of fire and
rivers where the mythical marid sleep, past ruins of once-magnificent
human metropolises and mountains, lies Daevabad, the legendary
city of brass. In Daevabad, within gilded brass walls laced with
enchantments and behind the six gates of the six djinn tribes, old
resentments run deep… The first in a series (a trade paperback edition
($29.99) is due in February).
Fantasy
HC
$47.95

MORTAL INSTRUMENTS 01: CITY OF BONES
(10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION)
CLARE, Cassandra
YA fantasy

HC

$33.95

PENRIC & DESDEMONA 03: PENRIC’S MISSION
(NOVELLA)
BUJOLD, Lois McMaster
Learned Penric sails on a journey to Cedonia, disguised as a
young lawyer on business. His real mission is one of clandestine
diplomacy on behalf of the Duke of Adria. Desdemona, who

CLARK, D Nolan
Space opera

PBK

PBK

DOUGLAS, Ian
Military SF

PBK

$19.95

AMERICAN CRAFT 03: WAR AND CRAFT
DOYLE, Tom
Military SF

HC

$39.99

THE BOOK OF SWORDS (ANTHOLOGY)
DOZOIS, Gardner (editor)
Includes stories by George R R Martin, Robin Hobb, Garth Nix,
Ken Liu, Daniel Abraham, Scott Lynch, Cecelia Holland, Ellen
Kushner, and more.
Fantasy anthology
TP
$32.99

QUEENS OF RENTHIA 02:
THE RELUCTANT QUEEN
DURST, Sarah
Fantasy

HC

$34.99

THE SPARK
DRAKE, David
In the time of the Ancients, the universe was united – but that was
so far in the past that not even memory remains, only the broken
artefacts that a few Makers can reshape into their original uses. What
survives is shattered into enclaves – some tiny, some ruined, some
wild. Pal, a youth from the sticks, has come to the capital, Dun Add,
to become a Champion. Pal is a bit of a Maker, and in his rural home
he’s been able to think of himself as a warrior, because he can wield
the weapons of the Ancient civilisation…
Space opera
HC
$46.95

FOUNDLING 01: BAYOU BORN
EDWARDS, Hailey
A half-wild child is dragged from the murky waters of a Mississippi
bayou. She has no memories, no family and is covered in mysterious
markings. Adopted by the policeman who rescued her, Luce
Boudreau follows him onto the force, determined to prove herself in
the eyes of those who are still suspicious… The first in a new series.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$19.99

FUTURE HOME OF THE LIVING GOD
ERDRICH, Louise
Evolution has reversed itself, affecting every living creature on earth.
Science cannot stop the world from running backwards, as woman
after woman gives birth to infants that appear to be primitive species
of humans. Thirty-two-year-old Cedar Hawk Songmaker, adopted
daughter of open-minded Minneapolis liberals, is as disturbed as the
rest of America around her. But, for Cedar, this change is profound
and deeply personal. She is four months’ pregnant. Cedar feels
compelled to find her birth mother, Mary Potts – an Ojibwe, living on
the reservation – to understand both her and her baby’s origins…
Dystopia
TP
$29.99

SAGA LAND: THE ISLAND OF STORIES
AT THE END OF THE WORLD

$22.99

FIDLER, Richard & GÍSLASON, Kari
A gripping blend of family mystery, contemporary stories and the
beautiful and bloody Viking tales, set against the starkly stunning
landscape of Iceland.
Folklore
HC
$39.99

OVERSIGHT TRILOGY 03: THE REMNANT
$17.99

THE COLDMAKER
COHEN, Daniel A
Eight hundred years ago, the Jadans angered the Crier. In
punishment, the Crier took their Cold away, condemning them
to a life of enslavement in a world bathed in heat. Or so the tale
goes. When a mysterious, masked Jadan publicly threatens Noble
authority, a wave of rebellion ripples through the city of Paphos.
Amongst the turmoil, slave Micah’s secret is at risk of being
exposed. And another, which has been waiting hundreds of years to
be found, is also on the verge of discovery… The secret of Cold.
Fantasy
TP
$27.99

DEAD SIX 03: ALLIANCE OF SHADOWS
CORREIA, Larry & KUPARI, Mike
Military SF
PBK

DONALDSON, Stephen
The war between Amika and Belleger has raged for generations.
Sorcerers from both sides rain destruction down on the battlefield,
wielding the six deadly Decimates of fire, earth, wind, water,
lightning, and pestilence. Prince Bifalt of Belleger sets out on a
hazardous journey across the unmapped wastelands to the east. With
Elgart, his last comrade, Bifalt pursues the long-hidden trail of the one
object that might be able to turn the tide of the endless war – a book,
entitled The Seventh Decimate… The first in a new series.
Fantasy
TP
$32.99

$29.99

JONATHAN STRANGE AND MR NORRELL
(BLOOMSBURY MODERN CLASSICS)
CLARKE, Susanna
Historical fantasy reissue

GREAT GOD’S WAR 01: SEVENTH DECIMATE

ANDROMEDAN DARK 02: DARKNESS FALLING

THE SILENCE 03: FORBIDDEN SUNS

THE SHADOW 03: MALICE OF CROWS

BROOKS, Mike
Science fiction

inhabits his body, is the only one in on the secret… A limited-edition
hardcover from Subterranean Press, following Penric’s Demon and
Penric and the Shaman.
Fantasy
HC
$46.95

$19.95

SERAPHIM 03: SHADOWBORN
DALGLISH, David
The conclusion of the trilogy, following Skyborn and Fireborn (PBK,
$19.99 each).
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

INSIGHTER 02: DEJA NEW
DAVIDSON, MaryJanice
Leah and Archer head to Chicago to meet his parents – and try to
figure out why Archer’s dad killed his brother, decades ago. When
someone tries to sabotage their investigation, Leah must decide if
the Drake family past is a deal breaker… Follows Deja Who (PBK,
$22.99).
Paranormal
TP
$26.99

FLETCHER, Charlie
The conclusion of the trilogy, following The Oversight and
The Paradox (PBK, $19.99 each).
Historical fantasy
PBK

$19.99

RING OF FIRE 21:
1636: THE OTTOMAN ONSLAUGHT
FLINT, Eric
Alternate history

PBK

$19.95

PIP & FLINX 15: STRANGE MUSIC
FOSTER, Alan Dean
Science fiction

HC

$49.95

RIFT UPRISING TRILOGY 02:
THE RIFT: FREQUENCY
FOSTER, Amy
Now, with the base in chaos, Ezra is accidentally pushed through The
Rift, taking with him a stolen laptop and the valuable secrets it holds.
Ryn has no choice but to follow…
Science fiction
TP
$32.99

TWIN PEAKS: THE FINAL DOSSIER
FROST, Mark
Twin Peaks: The Final Dossier tells us what happened to key
characters in the twenty-five years in between the events of the first
series and the second, offering details and insights.
Twin Peaks
HC
$39.99

ALL THOSE EXPLOSIONS WERE
SOMEONE ELSE’S FAULT
GARDNER, James Alan
Kim Lam is an ordinary college student, until a freak scientific
accident (what else?) transforms Kim and three housemates into
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Sparks – and drafts them into the never-ending war between the Light
and Dark. Turns out that ‘accident’ was just the first salvo in a Mad
Genius’s latest diabolical scheme…
Superheroes
TP
$35.95

to the court disguised as Sidonia – a killing machine, masquerading in
a world of corrupt politicians and
two-faced senators’ children…
YA science fiction
TP
$19.99

INTO THE DROWNING DEEP

HUNTER 03: APEX

GRANT, Mira (aka MCGUIRE, Seanan)
Seven years ago, the Atargatis set off on a voyage to the Mariana
Trench to film a mockumentary, bringing to life ancient sea creatures
of legend. It was lost at sea, with all hands. Now, a new crew has been
assembled to investigate. And they’ll discover that whatever is down
there is definitely no joke…
Science fiction
PBK
$22.99

LACKEY, Mercedes
The second book in this series, Elite, is now available in
paperback ($16.99) also.
YA fantasy
HC

GNOMON
HARKAWAY, Nick
In a near-future Britain, a distributed surveillance-democracy called
The System knows everything you, and can even spy on your mind.
But when state investigators then look into the head of a refusenik
novelist, named Diana Hunter, what they find there is not her life
story but that of four other people, spread across thousands of years,
all vibrantly real and each utterly impossible – and, before they can
unravel that puzzle, Diana Hunter, shockingly, dies as a result of the
investigation, an unheard-of result, in a perfect system which protects
everyone from harm… Recommended!
Dystopia
TP
$32.99

A POCKETFUL OF CROWS
HARRIS, Joanne M
Following the seasons, balancing youth and age, wisdom and passion,
and drawing on nature and folklore to weave a stunning modern
mythology, around a nameless wild girl. Only love could draw her
into the world of named, tamed things. And it seems only revenge will
be powerful enough to let her escape.
Fairy tale
HC
$29.99

SEVEN KENNINGS 01: A PLAGUE OF GIANTS
HEARNE, Kevin
From the east came the Bone Giants. From the south, the fire-wielding
Hathrim. It was an invasion that sparked war across the six nations
of Teldwen. Now, the kingdom’s only hope is the discovery of a new
form of magic… The first in a new series. Also available now is the
second of Oberon’s Meaty Mysteries: The Squirrel on the Train (HC,
$46.95) – in a limited, hardcover edition from Subterranean Press.
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

STRANGE WEATHER: FOUR SHORT NOVELS
HILL, Joe
Four short novels, ranging from creepy horror, to powerful
explorations of our modern society.
Speculative fiction
TP

$29.99

HINES, Jim C
The Krakau came to Earth to invite humanity into a growing
alliance of sentient species. But they hadn’t counted on a mutated
plague wiping out half the human population, turning the rest into
shambling, near-unstoppable animals, and basically destroying
human civilisation. You know, your standard apocalypse. Now, a
century later, human beings might not be what they once were – but,
at least, they’re no longer trying to eat everyone. Mostly.
Post-apocalyptic
HC
$47.95

CARTER & LOVECRAFT 02:
AFTER THE END OF THE WORLD
HOWARD, Jonathan L
Carter finds himself working for the German secret security service,
to uncover the truth behind a major scientific joint project that is
going suspiciously well. The trail takes he and Lovecraft to a distant,
abandoned island, and a conspiracy that threatens everything…
Fortunately, Lovecraft has a shotgun. A sequel to the popular Carter
and Lovecraft (HC, $44.99). Also available this month is the fifth
book in Howard’s Johannes Cabal steampunk series: The Fall of the
House of Cabal (TP, $33.95).
Cthulhuiana
HC
$49.95

AN UNKINDNESS OF MAGICIANS
HOWARD, Kat
In New York City, magic controls everything. But the power of magic
is fading. No one knows what is happening, except for Sydney – a
new, rare magician with incredible power that has been unmatched
in decades, and she may be the only person who is able to stop the
darkness that is weakening the magic. But Sydney doesn’t want to
help the system, she wants to destroy it…
Fantasy
TP
$26.99

FAR-CALLED TRILOGY 03: THE STEALERS’ WAR
PBK

$22.99

THE SMOKE
INGS, Simon
Humanity has been split into three different species. Mutual
incomprehension has fractured the globe. As humans race to reach
the stars, another Great War looms. For you, that means returning
to Yorkshire and the town of your birth, where factories churn out
the parts for gigantic spaceships. But soon enough you will find
yourself in the Smoke again, drawn back to the life you thought
you’d left behind…
Science fiction
TP
$29.99

CHRONICLES OF NICK 08: INTENSITY
KENYON, Sherrilyn
YA fantasy

TP

JADE CITY
LEE, Fonda
Jade is the lifeblood of the city of Janloon – a stone that enhances a
warrior’s natural strength and speed. Jade is mined, traded, stolen and
killed for, controlled by the ruthless No Peak and Mountain families.
When a modern drug emerges that allows anyone – even foreigners –
to wield jade, simmering tension between the two families erupts into
open violence…
Fantasy
TP
$32.99

THE FOUND AND THE LOST: THE COLLECTED
NOVELLAS OF URSULA K LE GUIN
$39.95

INVISIBLE PLANETS
LIU, Ken (editor)
Thirteen intriguing visions of the future from China.
SF anthology
PBK

$19.99

THE SECRET OF VESALIUS
LLOBREGAT, Jordi
Daniel Amat arrives back in that old, labyrinthine and near-mythic
city of Barcelona, a few days before the great 1888 World Fair,
amid dread whispers of murders. The injuries are reminiscent of an
ancient curse, and bearing signs of the genius 16th century anatomist,
Vesalius. Daniel is soon pulled into the depths of the crime, and
eventually into the tunnels below fin-de-siecle Barcelona…
Gothic thriller
TP
$32.99

$27.99

KHORASAN ARCHIVES 01: THE BLOODPRINT
KHAN, Ausma Zehanat
A dark power known as the Talisman has risen in the land. Born
of ignorance and persecution, it is led by a man known only as the
One-Eyed Preacher. A resistance, formed of the Companions of Hira,
believe they have discovered the key to destroying the One-Eyed
Preacher and his fervid followers: The Bloodprint…
Fantasy
TP
$32.99

THE DIABOLIC
KINCAID, S J
When the power-mad Emperor learns Sidonia’s father is participating
in a rebellion, he summons Sidonia to the Galactic court. She is
to serve as a hostage. Now, there is only one way for Nemesis – a
Diabolic – to protect Sidonia. She must become her. Nemesis travels

LORE, Pittacus
YA science fiction

PBK

MONING, Karen Marie
Fantasy

PBK

$19.95

FAE 01: UNDER THE PENDULUM SUN
NG, Jeannette
Catherine Helstone’s brother, Laon, has disappeared in Arcadia,
legendary land of the magical fae. Desperate for news of him, she
makes the perilous journey… but, once there, she finds herself
alone and isolated in the sinister house of Gethsemane. At last,
there comes news: her beloved brother is riding to be reunited with
her, soon – but the Queen of the Fae and her maniacal court are
hard on his heels.
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

HAVE SWORD, WILL TRAVEL
NIX, Garth & WILLIAMS, Sean
When Odo and Eleanor stumble upon an ancient sword in a river
outside their village, something, very unexpected, happens… the
sword starts to talk! Much to Odo’s dismay, he discovers that he’s
awoken a famous enchanted blade called Biter, and thus has instantly
become a knight. Eleanor would love to become a knight – but she’s
not the one with the sword…
YA fantasy
PBK
$14.99

THE TWO OF SWORDS: VOLUMES ONE & TWO

LORIEN LEGACIES 07: UNITED AS ONE

JANITORS OF THE POST-APOCALYPSE 01:
TERMINAL ALLIANCE

HUNT, Stephen
Fantasy

$29.99

LAWRENCE, Mark
This is a collection of fourteen stories of murder, mayhem, pathos,
and philosophy, all set in the world of the Broken Empire.
Fantasy collection
TP
$27.99

TP

MARTIN, Tim (editor)
Includes stories by: Neil Gaiman, Jerome K Jerome, M R James,
Jenn Ashworth, E Nesbit, Louis de Bernieres, Muriel Spark, Frank
Cowper, E F Benson, Bernard Capes, L P Hartley, Robert Aickman,
and Kelly Link.
Festive ghost stories
PBK
$19.99

FEVER 09: FEVERSONG

BROKEN EMPIRE: ROAD BROTHERS STORIES
(COLLECTION)

LE GUIN, Ursula K
Collection

GHOSTS OF CHRISTMAS PAST (ANTHOLOGY)

$19.99

PARKER, K J
No one in the vast and once glorious United Empire remains
untouched by the rift between East and West, and the war has been
fought for as long as anyone can remember. Some still survive who
know how it was started, but no one knows how it will end. Except,
perhaps, the Two of Swords. First published in serial form, the first
two volumes of this epic fantasy are now available.
Epic fantasy
PBK
$22.99 each

TORTALL: A SPY’S GUIDE
PIERCE, Tamora
Part history, part spy training manual, and entirely fascinating, this
beautiful guide makes a perfect gift and is ideal for anyone who loves
Alanna, King Jonathan, Queen Thayet, Kel, Neal, Aly, Thom, Daine,
Numair, and the unforgettable world of Tortall!
YA fantasy
HC
$46.95

CTHULHU CASEBOOKS 02: SHERLOCK HOLMES
AND THE MISKATONIC MONSTROSITIES

FATHER CHRISTMAS’ FAKE BEARD
(COLLECTION)

LOVEGROVE, James
Spring, 1895. Holmes and Watson do not hesitate, when they are
called to the infamous Bedlam lunatic asylum – where they find an
inmate speaking in R’lyehian, the language of the Old Ones. The
inmate was once a scientist, a student of Miskatonic University, and
one of two survivors of a doomed voyage down the Miskatonic River,
to capture the semi-mythical shoggoth. Yet, how has he ended up in
London, without his wits?
Cthulhuiana/Sherlockiana
HC
$39.95

DOWN AND OUT IN PURGATORY:
COLLECTED STORIES

THE ONE
MARRS, John
A decade after scientists discover everyone has a gene they share
with just one other person, millions have taken the test, desperate to
find true love. Now, five more people meet their Match. But even soul
mates have secrets. And some are more shocking – and deadlier –
than others…
SF thriller
PBK
$19.99

AUSTRAL
MCAULEY, Paul
Austral Morales Ferrado, a child of the last generation of ecopoets,
is a husky: an edited person adapted to the unforgiving climate
of the Antarctic Peninsula, feared and despised by most of its
population. She’s been a convict, a corrections officer in a labour
camp, and consort to a criminal; and, now, out of desperation, she
has committed the kidnapping of the century… This is fantastic –
highly recommended.
Science fiction
TP
$32.99

HIDDENSEE
MAGUIRE, Gregory
Hiddensee imagines the backstory of the Nutcracker, revealing how
this entrancing creature came to be carved and how he guided an
ailing girl named Klara through a dreamy paradise on a Christmas
Eve. From the author of the wonderful Wicked ($29.99).
Fantasy
HC
$49.95

BOGMAIL
MCGINLEY, Patrick
A rediscovered classic of Irish literature, this darkly comic tale tells of
murder and its consequences. Set in a remote village in the northwest
of Ireland, Roarty, a publican and former priest, kills his lecherous
bartender and buries him in a bog. When Roarty begins to receive
blackmail letters, matters quickly spiral out of his control.
Gothic horror
PBK
$19.99

THE WITCHES OF NEW YORK
MCKAY, Ami
1880: Witches have opened a tea shop in Manhattan specialising
in cures, palmistry and potions. When an enchanting woman
called Beatrice joins the witches, as an apprentice, she soon proves
indispensable, but her new life is marred by strange occurrences. Has
she been touched by magic, or is she simply losing her mind?
Historical urban fantasy
PBK
$19.99

THE WORLD OF LORE,
VOLUME 1: MONSTROUS CREATURES
MAHNKE, Aaron
In this beautifully-illustrated volume, the host of the hit podcast Lore
serves as a guide on a fascinating journey through the history of
terrifying creatures, and explores not only the legends, but what they
tell us about ourselves.
Folklore
TP
$29.99

PRATCHETT, Terry
A collection of ten Christmas stories.
YA fantasy
HC

POWERS, Tim
Collection

HC

$65.00

$46.95

THE WRONG STARS
PRATT, Tim
A ragtag crew of humans and posthumans discover alien technology
that could change the fate of humanity… or awaken an ancient evil
and destroy all life in the galaxy.
Science fiction
PBK
$19.99

THE SILENT COMPANIONS: A GHOST STORY
PURCELL, Laura
Newly-married, newly-widowed Elsie is sent to see out her
pregnancy at her late husband’s crumbling country estate, The Bridge.
Inside her new home lies a locked room, and beyond that door lies a
two-hundred-year-old diary, and a deeply unsettling painted wooden
figure – a Silent Companion – that bears a striking resemblance to
Elsie, herself…
Gothic horror
TP
$24.99

DÆMON VOICES: ESSAYS ON STORYTELLING
PULLMAN, Philip
Reference

HC

$34.99

A SPOONFUL OF MAGIC
RADFORD, Irene
A suburban mother and coffee shop owner discovers her husband is
a wizard.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$19.95

BRIGHT ASCENDENCY 01:
THE TIGER’S DAUGHTER
RIVERA, K Arsenault
The Hokkaran Empire’s border walls begin to crumble, and villages
fall to demons swarming out of the forests. Away on the silver steppes,
the remaining tribes of nomadic Qorin retreat and protect their own,
having bartered a treaty with the empire, exchanging inheritance
through the dynasties. It is up to two young warriors, raised together
across borders since their prophesied birth, to save the world from the
encroaching demons. The first in a series.
Fantasy
TP
$23.99

FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO
FIND THEM BY NEWT SCAMANDER
(ILLUSTRATED EDITION)
ROWLING, J K & GILL, Olivia Lomenech (illustrator)
This new edition features the fully-updated 2017 text.
Harry Potter
HC

SANDERSON, Brandon
The long-awaited sequel to The Way of Kings: Parts One & Two and
Words of Radiance: Parts One & Two (PBK, $19.99 each).
Fantasy
TP
$32.99

EXTINCTION CYCLE 04:
EXTINCTION EVOLUTION
PBK

hear it – you taste, smell, and touch it too. In this new reality, there are
no laws to break or rules to obey. It’s a game so addictive you’ll never
want it to end. Until you realise that you’re the one being played. The
first in a new series.
YA SF thriller
TP
$19.99

UNHEWN THRONE: SKULLSWORN
STAVELEY, Brian
Pyrre Lakatur doesn’t like the description skullsworn. It doesn’t
capture the beauty of her devotion to Ananshael, God of Death.
And she’s not an assassin, but a priestess. Or she will be, if she can
pass her final trial… A companion novel to Staveley’s Chronicles
of the Unhewn Throne series, which are all available in paperback
($19.99 each).
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

EMPIRE GAMES
STROSS, Charles
The year is 2020. Miriam Burgeson, commissioner in charge of
the shadowy Ministry of Intertemporal Research and Intelligence
– the paratime espionage agency, tasked with catalysing the
Commonwealth’s great leap forward – has a problem. For years, she’s
warned everyone: ‘The Americans are coming.’ Now, their drones
arrive – in the middle of a succession crisis… The continuation of the
brilliant Merchant Princes Saga, the first two of which are collected in
the omnibus Bloodline Feud ($19.99). Highly recommended!
Science fiction thriller
PBK
$19.99

CREATURES OF WILL AND TEMPER
TANZER, Molly
Victorian London is a place of fluid social roles, vibrant arts culture,
fin-de-siecle wonders… and dangerous underground diabolic cults. A
Victorian urban fantasy featuring duellists, demons, and the dark arts,
inspired by The Picture of Dorian Gray.
Gothic fantasy
TP
$33.95

DOGS OF WAR
TCHAIKOVSKY, Adrian
‘My name is Rex. I am a good dog.’ Rex is a genetically-engineered
Bioform, a deadly weapon in a dirty war. He has the intelligence to
carry out his orders and feedback implants to reward him when he
does. All he wants to be is a Good Dog…
Genetic engineering
TP
$29.99

AMARANTHINE SPECTRUM 02:
THE WEIGHT OF THE WORLD
TONER, Tom
The universe is in disarray. Rebellions against the immortal
Amaranthine are spreading, worlds and moons have fallen, and the
Emperor is missing. An ancient being has reawakened, and claimed
the throne. And the most important invention in the history of time
itself has been stolen… This is the sequel to the baroque, beautifullycrafted The Promise of the Child (PBK, $22.99).
Science fiction
PBK
$22.99

INDRANAN WAR 03: BEYOND THE EMPIRE
WAGERS, K B
The action-packed conclusion to this fantastic trilogy, with the
story, so far, contained in: Behind the Throne and After the Crown
(PBK, $22.99 each). Recommended!
Space opera
PBK
$22.99

THE EMBEDDING
WATSON, Ian
SF Masterworks

PBK

$22.99

HONOR HARRINGTON 14: SHADOW OF VICTORY
WEBER, David
Science fiction

PBK

$19.95

ARTEMIS
WEIR, Andy
You grew up on the moon, of course, you have a dark side… Jazz is a
small-time criminal, subsidising work as a porter on the moon with
smuggling a little contraband. Planning the perfect crime in one-sixth
gravity was never going to be easy, especially as there is a conspiracy
at the heart of Artemis… Also available this month, is a new edition
of Weir’s The Martian (PBK, $22.99).
Science fiction
TP
$32.99

ZEROES 03: NEXUS
WESTERFELD, Scott, LANAGAN, Margo
& BIANCOTTI, Deborah
Concluding the trilogy which began with Zeroes and Swarm
(TP, $19.99 each).
YA fantasy
TP
$19.99

BONE UNIVERSE 03: HORIZON
WILDE, Fran
The finale of the series, following Updraft (PBK, $22.99) and
Cloudbound (TP, $26.99).
Fantasy
HC
$39.99

TENSORATE SERIES:
THE BLACK TIDES OF HEAVEN
YANG, J Y
Mokoya and Akeha, the twin children of the Protector, were sold
to the Grand Monastery, as infants. While Mokoya developed her
strange prophetic gift, Akeha was always the one who could see the
strings that moved adults to action. While Mokoya received visions
of what would be, Akeha realised what could be… For more of this
story you can read its twin novella The Red Threads of Fortune,
also available now.
Fantasy
TP
$23.99

THE EMERALD CIRCUS
$45.00

STORMLIGHT ARCHIVE 03: OATHBRINGER

SANSBURY SMITH, Nicholas
Pandemic

(continued)

$14.99

OTHERWORLD
SEGEL, Jason & MILLER, Kirsten
There are no screens. There are no controls. You don’t just see and

YOLEN, Jane
Collection of 16 stories, one original to this book. Two of the stories,
‘Lost Girls’ and ‘Sister Emily’s Lightship’, won Nebula Awards.
Collection
TP
$31.95

EPIC FAILURE 02: COMMUNICATION FAILURE
ZIEJA, Joe
The 331st Meridan fleet – and its Admiral Rogers – must stop the
invasion of a strong and determined enemy, while relearning how
to use half the equipment they have, since almost no one has fired
a weapon, in two hundred years. War can be hell, especially when
no one knows what is going on. The sequel to Mechanical Failure
(TP, $29.95).
Science fiction
TP
$33.95

